
 

LiFOS 105Ah - Leisure Lithium-Ion Battery 

With up to 95% depth of discharge (DoD), the Lifos range of advanced 
LiFePO4 batteries provides the same useable battery capacity as much 
larger lead acid batteries but at less than a quarter of the weight and a 
third smaller in size. What’s more, with 2750 charge/discharge cycles, 
the life expectancy of the Lifos 68 and 105 is nearly seven years longer 
than a high quality lead acid battery that typically boasts only 400 cycles 
at 50% DoD. 

Capable of being charged by all mains chargers*, LiFePO4 chargers, DC 
to DC chargers (tested with Sargent, Stirling, CTek, Ring etc) and solar 
panels, the Lifos range is a straight swap for any high cycling battery 
with no further equipment needed.** 

Long Battery Life  

2750+ Charge cycles 

Economical 

As much as 40% lower cost per 
cycle compared to other batteries  

Lightweight 

Lifos 68 – 7.8kgs / Lifos 105 – 
11.9kgs 

Powerful 

Lifos 68 is equivalent to a 120Ah 
lead acid battery, Lifos 105 to a 
200Ah lead acid battery 

Power Bank 

Connect up to four Lifos in parallel 
or series to increase current or 
voltage 

Safe and Clean 

No gassing - can even be used on 
its side 

Cost Effective 

With an impressive 2750 * charge/discharge cycles, Lifos gives a lower 
cost per cycle of up to 40% compared to an equivalent lead acid 
battery, which typically only gives 400 to 500 cycles.  

This number rises to 5000 cycles if Lifos is only discharged to 50%    
capacity before recharging. 

 

Unique Battery Management and Communication System  
Lifos has uniquely designed hardware/software integrated into each 
battery which allows it to: 
 
- Operate heavy loads up to 1000w (68) and 1400W (105) e.g. caravan 
motor movers;  
- Protect the battery from deep discharging and overcharging;  
- Be charged by most mains chargers, DC to DC chargers and  solar   
panels; 
- Speed up charging times, whether being powered by mains or solar;  
- Monitor the state of Lifos through a smartphone via a unique app 
available online for free download.  

Chemistry Lithium Iron Phosphate LiFePO4 

Capacity 12.8V 

Depth of Discharge 2750 cycles at 95% 

Max continuous charge <100A 

Max continuous discharge <120A 

Peak discharge 150A (10 Seconds) 

Operating Temperature   

Charge 0 to + 50°C 

Discharge -20 to + 60°C 

Dimensions 328 x 117 x 218 

Weight 11.9Kg 

Connections Supplied with removable terminal 
posts and M8 hex bolts 

*A small number of chargers will only 

charge Lifos to circa 90%  

** Lifos is not suitable as a starter battery 

 

*Based on a 90% Depth of Discharge  

 


